
2018 UK Gift of the Year Award Winner
2018 UK Judge’s Choice Award Winner (Best of the Best)

2018 Spain Gift of the Year Award Winner
2019 GIA Global Honoree (Golobal Innovation Award)

Octagon One
Portable Desk Light



The Octagon One desk lamp is the winner of 2018
Gift of the Year and also the Judge’s choice
award in the U.K. The Gift of the year award is the
most highly respected award for home and gift
product industry in Britain.

The Octagon One desk light combines the best of
simple and natural effect finish to achieve its
modern industrial aesthetic. The focal point of the
design is a beautifully shaped Octagon
wood/marble finish base with touch control
button and in-built rechargeable battery which
makes it to be a totally wireless desk lamp and
allows it to be positioned at three different angles.
Mounted in the base is a milled aluminium casing
but in wood finish which contains 36 high quality
LED light bead with light diffusing cover.

Octagon One is a purposeful yet organic design,
as well as a warm addition to any desk or office
space.

Octagon One
Portable Desk Light
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It doesn’t just give you a light,
It also gives you the flexibility of how and where
you want the light to be…
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It doesn’t just give you a light,

It also gives you the flexibility of how and where
you want the light to be…



-  LED source: 3528(0.1W)*36pcs
-  LED life-span: about 50000hrs
-  colour temperature: 5500K Lumen
-  output: 324lmNet
-  power supply: in-built rechargeable Battery: 3.7V
  1800mAh (USB charging lead included)
-  battery life: 7 - 168 hours
   (depending on the light level setting)
-  charging time: 3 - 4 hours

-  wattage: Max 4W
-  product size: L85*W40*H380mm
-  product weight: 900g
-  product Material: Aluminium, ABS in  different natural wood
  or marble effect finish
-  CRI: RA>90
-  4 levels of brightness and 3 different angle displays
-  touch sensitive control button on the base for power
   control and brightness level adjustment

Octagon One
Technical Features



Would like to check the product video to get a better understanding of this global award-winning design?
no problem and please click the below youtube link:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j0sdO7fAtq8
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